
Personal reflection. 

 

I will like to start with, that i think its been great to experience Barcelona, with so many new people 

from different cultures and different background. We can still communicate with each other even 

without language and its been so much fun to learn new things, that i took for granted, like. I have 

learned that you can go anywhere and do something, you just have to know, what to look for and 

see the opportunities. After this IP, i will not just go somewhere to see, but i want to look… look for 

the different details and look for something special… close my eyes and listen to the different 

sounds there is and smell the different smells, to get an complete picture of the place and not just 

look at it and say its nice… but really see it… with all my senses… 

 

Professionalism: 

I think i will take something from this IP and carrying it with me in my further professionalism, so 

the people i work with, can draw benefits from my experience here. And i will clearly use the things 

i learned here, to teach others about the surroundings and how they can discover the different things 

with other senses then the eyes, so they see, hear, feel new things, that they normally wouldn’t 

notice. 

I think i will use some of those activities we have done here in the workshops and surely the flash 

mob, it was so fun and a great experience. There you just communicate with signs and nothing 

more… so signs and body langue says so much more then words… 

So anywhere, at any time, no matter what langue you have, you will communicate…

 



 

Culture: 

The meeting with the other cultures have also been a great experience and also thought me a lot 

about, what they are doing in other countries. And i hope that i have thought someone else, what we 

are doing in Denmark, so we all draw some benefits, that we can pas on, anywhere in Europe. I 

thought that a big city had limited possibilities for activities and it was only on the playgrounds that 

you can play with kids, but i was wrong, and that’s a good thing.  

 

Last note: 

I have gained so much from this IP, also on my personal level and I’m happy to have the 

opportunity to have this experience, I’m going to miss you all, and i hope you all have a great life. I 

will like to say thanks to all and the expand of my knowledge of the surroundings and my senses….

 

 

Søren Kragh Nielsen 



 


